simplify the seasons of life

Estate Planning: How We Can Help You Transfer Your Values
Alongside Your Wealth

There’s this lingering myth of “old money families” where wealth is easily passed from generation
to generation. But studies have shown wealth attrition to be more common, as bad investment
decisions, mismanagement and dilution of assets between heirs eats into the family fortune.
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Overcoming the challenges that plague wealth stewardship comes down to two core elements –
strong communication with your next generation and putting a proper wealth transfer plan in
place. We’re here to guide you.
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The Family Roundtable



One of the most common barriers in wealth transfer is a lack of transparency between
generations. In higher net worth families, often the older generations will shield the scope of
wealth from other generations to prevent them from abusing their inheritance. But early
communication with your adult children about family wealth is key.
Having us as an independent voice to shepherd the conversation can help you and your heirs talk
about transfer of wealth on equal footing. It gives you a chance to discuss your financial
strategies, your plan for specific family assets including the family business, and any philanthropic
goals or values you would like the next generation to steward.
It also provides a forum for the next generation to discuss their own aspirations, to share any
fears, and, most importantly, to feel like they play a role not just as an inheritor of the family
wealth but also as an active player in the preservation of that wealth.
We can act as an independent voice for the family roundtable, someone who can guide the
conversation and ensure all questions are asked and answered. We can also pinpoint challenges
and help both you and your heirs come up with strategies to navigate those challenges.

Formalizing the plan
In addition to guiding the conversation, we can also play a critical role in structuring your wealth
transfer plan.
We can walk you through the different vessels for protecting wealth in the transfer, advise you on
the different structures for trusts, identify assets to include in your will, outline the pros and cons
of transferring wealth during your lifetime versus after death, and help you balance personal
preferences with tax efficient strategies.

Book a Meeting

Estate plans are far from static; the wealth transfer process is an evolving discussion, one that we
can help you navigate as life events like marriages and remarriages, births of children and
grandchildren, significant health issues and death, change your family and your needs.
Amidst the change, it’s good to have a constant – who better to play that role than your financial
advisor?
Contact me to learn more about transferring wealth.
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